ADMINISTRATIVE PANEL DECISION
SOLE ARBITRATOR: RODNEY D. RYDER

Confederation Nationale DU Credit Mutuel v. Domains Masters / Juwel Poon
Case No. INDRP/164

ARBITRATION AWARD

Disputed Domain Name: www.creditmutuel.co.in

The Respondent in this arbitration proceeding is DOMAINS MASTERS / Juwel Poon, 50-D
New Delhi - 110021, India as per the details given by the Whois database maintained by the
National Internet Exchange of India [NIXI].
The Domain Name and Registrar
The disputed domain name is www.creditmutuel.co.in. The said domain name is registered
with Domains Masters / Juwel Poon.
Details of the disputed domain name
The dispute concerns the domain name www.creditmutuel.co.in. The said domain name
was registered on May 22, 2010. The particulars of the said domain name are as follows:
Registrant Name: Juwel Poon
Registrant Organisation: Domains Masters
Registrant Address: 50-D, New Delhi - 110021, India
Registrant Phone: +91-6632569
Registrant Email: iuwpoo@googlemail.com
Procedural History [Arbitration Proceedings]
This arbitration proceeding is in accordance with the .IN Domain Name Dispute Resolution
Policy [INDRP], adopted by the National Internet Exchange of India ["NIXI"]. The INDRP Rules

of Procedure [the Rules] were approved by NIXI on 28 June, 2005 in accordance with the
Indian Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. By registering the disputed domain name with
the NIXI accredited Registrar, the Respondent agreed to the resolution of the disputes
pursuant to the IN Dispute Resolution Policy and Rules framed thereunder.
According to the information provided by the National Internet Exchange of India ["NIXI"],
the history of this proceeding is as follows:
In accordance with the Rules, 2(a) and 4(a), NIXI formally notified the Respondent of the
Complaint, and appointed Rodney D. Ryder as the Sole Arbitrator for adjudicating upon the
dispute in accordance with the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, and the Rules framed
thereunder, .IN Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy and the Rules framed thereunder.
The Arbitrator submitted the Statement of Acceptance and Declaration of Impartiality and
Independence, as required by the NIXI.
In this matter, the arbitration proceedings commenced on October 29, 2010. The request
for submission was dispatched on October 29, 2010. A reminder was sent on November 9,
2010. The Respondent did not reply.
Grounds for the administrative proceedings
1. The disputed domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a trademark in which
the Complainant has statutory/common law rights.
2. The Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the disputed
domain name.
3. The disputed domain name has been registered or is/are being used in bad faith.
Parties Contentions
Complainant
The Complainant in his complaint, interalia, contended as follows:
The Respondent's domain name is identical and confusingly similar to a name, trademark or
service in which the Complainant has rights.
The Complainant, based on various French and International trademark registrations across
various classes of the trademark "CREDIT MUTUEL", and based on the use of the said
trademarks] in France [and other parts of Europe], United States and Asia [notably China
and India] submitted that it is the sole proprietor of and has sole and exclusive rights to use
the said trademarks] which includes the trademark "CREDIT MUTUEL".
The Complaint is the registered proprietor of the mark "CREDIT MUTUEL" in France. The
Complainant submits that as the disputed domain name is 'www.creditmutuel.co.in', the
disputed domain name is clearly identical/confusingly similar to the Complainant's
trademark in which the Complainant has exclusive rights and legitimate interest.
Background of the Complainant and its statutory and common law rights Adoption:
The Complainant, CONFEDERATION NATIONALE DU CREDIT MUTUEL, is the political and
central body for the Credit Mutuel Banking Group. It is the second French banking and
insurance service group which provides services to approximately 12 million clients. Credit

Mutuel has a network of 3178 offices in France through 18 regional bank federations. The
Complainant has also setup offices in foreign countries like Germany, United Kingdom,
United States, India, China, Etc [through its subsidiary, the Credit Industriel ET Commercial's
Group].
The complainant adopted the word "CREDIT MUTUEL" as its trading name and trademark
for its services. The complainant operates a web portal under the uniform source locator
<http://www.creditmutuel.com> since 1997 dedicated to its products and services. The
complainant, has therefore, acquired a great renown in the field of banking and insurance
services.
Statutory rights:
The Complainant is the owner of numerous word and figurative trademark[s] "CREDIT
MUTUEL" throughout the World and in France:
1. "CREDIT MUTUEL", French figurative trademarks no 1475940 of July 8, 1988 in
classes 35 and 36 of 1957 Nice Agreement, renewed on May 15,1998.
2. "CREDIT MUTUEL", French figurative trademark no 1646012 of November 20, 1990
in classes 16, 35, 36, 38 (internet services) and 41 of Nice Agreement, renewed on
November 20, 2000.
3. "CREDIT MUTUEL", International trademarks no 570182 of May 17, 1991 in classes
16, 35, 36, 38 and 41 of Nice Agreement, with effect in Benelux, Italy and Portugal.
Domain name registrations:
The Complainant has registered, and operates globally a number of websites using its
trademark "CREDIT MUTUEL" in Generic and Country Code Top Level domain names such
as: • www.creditmutuel.com
• www.creditmutuel.eu
• www.creditmutuel.fr
• www.creditmutuel.mobi
Respondent
The Respondent failed to reply to the notice regarding the complaint.
Discussion and Findings
The Respondent does not have any relationship with the business of the Complainant or any
legitimate interest in the mark/brand [CREDIT MUTUEL]. Moreover, the Complainant has
neither given any license nor authorized the Respondent to use the Complainant's mark.
The Respondent has never been commonly known by the domain name in question and, of
late, registered the domain name on May 22, 2010.
It's a well established principle that that once a complainant makes a prima facie case
showing that a respondent lacks rights to the domain name at issue, the respondent must
come forward with the proof that it has some legitimate interest in the domain name to
rebut this presumption.
[a]

The Respondent's Default

The INDRP Rules of Procedure require under Rule 8(b) that the arbitrator must ensure that
each party is given a fair opportunity to present its case. Rule 8(b) reads as follows
"In all cases, the Arbitrator shall ensure that the Parties are treated with
equality and that each Party is given a fair opportunity to present its case."
Rule 11(a) empowers the arbitrator to move on with an ex parte decision in case any party
does not comply with the time limits or fails to reply against the complaint. Rule 11(a) reads
as follows:
" In the event that a Party, in the absence of exceptional circumstances as
determined by the Arbitrator in its sole discretion, does not comply with any of the time
periods established by these Rules of Procedure or the Arbitrator, the Arbitrator shall
proceed to decide the Complaint in accordance with law."
The Respondent was given notice of this administrative proceeding in accordance with the
Rules. The .IN Registry discharged its responsibility under Rules paragraph 2(a) to employ
reasonably available means calculated to achieve actual notice to the Respondent of the
Complaint.
As previously indicated; the Respondent failed to file any reply to the Complaint and has not
sought to answer the Complainant's assertions, evidence or contentions in any manner. The
Arbitrator finds that the Respondent has been given a fair opportunity to present his case.
The 'Rules' paragraph 12(a) provides that the Arbitrator shall decide the Complaint on the
basis of the statements and documents submitted in accordance with the INDRP and any
law that the Arbitrator deems fit to be applicable. In accordance with Rules paragraph 12,
the Arbitrator may draw such inferences as are appropriate from the Respondent's failure to
reply to the Complainant's assertions and evidence or to otherwise contest the Complaint.
In the circumstances, the Arbitrator's decision is based upon the Complainant's assertions
and evidence and inferences drawn from the Respondent's failure to reply.
The issues involved in the dispute
The Complainant in its complaint has invoked paragraph 4 of the INDRP which reads:
"Types of Disputes Any Person who considers that a registered domain name conflicts with his legitimate rights
or interests may file a Complaint to the .IN Registry on the following premises:
(i) the Respondent's domain name is identical or confusingly similar to a name, trademark or
service mark in which the Complainant has rights;
(ii) the Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain name; and
(iii) the Respondent's domain name has been registered or is being used in bad faith.
The Respondent is required to submit to a mandatory Arbitration proceeding in the event
that a Complainant files a complaint to the .IN Registry, in compliance with this Policy and
Rules thereunder."

According to paragraph 4 of the INDRP, there are 3 essential elements of a domain name
dispute which are being discussed hereunder in the light of the facts and circumstances of
this case.
The Respondent's domain name is identical and confusingly similar to a name, trademark or
service in which the Complainant has rights.
It has been proved by the Complainant that it has intellectual property, particularly
trademark rights, and other rights in the mark "CREDIT MUTUEL" by submitting substantial
documents. The disputed domain name contains Complainant's "CREDIT MUTUEL"
Trademark in its entirety. The mark is being used by the Complainant worldwide and also in
India & China in relation to its business. The mark has been highly publicized and advertised
by the Complainant in both the electronic and print media; both in India and globally.
Further, it has been previously decided under the INDRP that incorporating a well known
trademark in its entirety is sufficient to establish the identical and confusingly similar
nature.
According to the INDRP paragraph 3 it is the responsibility of the Respondent to find out
before registration that the domain name he is going to register does not violate the rights
of any proprietor/brand owner.
Paragraph 3 of the INDRP is reproduced below:
"The Respondent's Representations By applying to register a domain name, or by asking a Registrar to maintain or renew a
domain name registration, the Respondent represents and warrants that:
• the statements that the Respondent made in the Respondent's Application Form for
Registration of Domain Name are complete and accurate;
• to the Respondent's knowledge, the registration of the domain name will not infringe
upon or otherwise violate the rights of any third party;
• the Respondent is not registering the domain name for an unlawful purpose; and
• the Respondent will not knowingly use the domain name in violation of any
applicable laws or regulations.
It is the Respondent's responsibility to determine whether the Respondent's domain name
registration infringes or violates someone else's rights."
The Respondent has failed in his responsibility discussed above and in the light of the
pleadings and documents filed by the Complainant, I have come to the conclusion that the
disputed domain name is identical with or deceptively similar to the Complainants' "CREDIT
MUTUEL" marks[s]. Accordingly, I conclude that the Complainant has satisfied the first
element required by Paragraph 4 of the INDRP.
The Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the disputed domain name

The second element that the Complainant needs to prove and as is required by paragraph
4(ii) of the INDRP is that the Respondent has no legitimate right or interests in the disputed
domain name.
The Complainant has never assigned, granted, licensed, sold, transferred or in any way
authorised the Respondent to register or use the "CREDIT MUTUEL" Trademark. Further, the
Respondent has never used the disputed domain name or any trademark similar to the
disputed domain name prior to the registration of the disputed domain name in its favour.
Moreover, the burden of proof on the Complainant regarding this element in the domain
name lies most directly within the Respondent's knowledge. Once the Complainant makes a
prima facie case showing that the Respondent does not have any rights or legitimate
interest in the domain name, the evidentiary burden shifts to the Respondent to rebut the
contention by providing evidence of its rights or interests in the domain name.
The Respondent has not rebutted the contentions of the Complainant and has not produced
any documents or submissions to show his interest in protecting his own right and interest
in the domain name. Further, the Respondent has not used the domain name or a name
corresponding to the disputed domain name in connection with a bonafide offer of goods or
services. Further, the Respondent is not commonly known by the disputed domain name
and has not made any legitimate non-commercial or fair use of the disputed domain name,
without intent for commercial gain and subsequently, misleading consumers and tarnishing
the Complainant's "CREDIT MUTUEL" Trademark.
Further, the Respondent has been using the disputed domain name to confuse the internet
users by directing them to parking page which contains several links of the Complainant's
competitors. Moreover, such behaviour constitutes evidence that the Respondent has no
right or legitimate interest in respect of the disputed domain name www.creditmutuel.co.in.
For these reasons, the Arbitrator finds that the Respondent has no rights or legitimate
interests in the disputed domain name.
The disputed domain name has been registered or is being used in bad faith.
It has been contended by the Complainant that the Respondent has registered and has used
the disputed domain name in bad faith. The language of the INDRP paragraph 4(iii) is clear
enough, and requires that either bad faith registration or bad faith use be proved.
Paragraph 6 of the INDRP provides that the following circumstances are deemed to be
evidence that a Respondent has registered and used a domain name in bad faith:
"Circumstances indicating that the Respondent has registered or has acquired the domain

name primarily for the purpose of selling, renting, or otherwise transferring the domain
name registration to the complainant who is the owner of the trademark or service mark or
to a competitor of the complainant, for valuable consideration in excess of its documented
out-of-pocket costs directly related to the domain name; or

the Respondent has registered the domain name in order to prevent the owner of the
trademark or service mark from reflecting the mark in a corresponding domain name,
provided that the Respondent has engaged in a pattern of such conduct; or
by using the domain name, the Respondent has intentionally attempted to attract, for
commercial gain, Internet users to its Website or other on-line location, by creating a
likelihood of confusion with the complainant's mark as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation
or endorsement of its Website or location or of a product or service on its Website or
location."
From the circumstances of the case and from the evidences put before me by the
Complainant, I am of the opinion that the Respondent had no previous connection with the
disputed domain name and any use of the disputed domain name by the Respondent,
would result in confusion and deception of the trade, consumers and public, who would
assume a connection or association between the Complainant and the Respondent's
website or other online locations of the Respondents or product/services on the
Respondent's website and otherwise, due to the use by Respondent of the Complainant's
said trademark [CREDIT MUTUEL] in the disputed domain name, which trademarks have
been widely used and advertised in France and all over the world by the Complainant and
which trademarks are associated exclusively with the complainant, by the trade and public
in India, France and all over the world.
The Respondent is using the disputed domain name to divert the users to a parking page
thereby generating material benefits by "pay per click" domain parking solution which has
been prohibited by the previous UDRP decisions.
The domain name is deceptively similar to the trademark of the Complainant and will lead
to confusion with the Complainant's mark "CREDIT MUTUEL" as to the source, sponsorship,
affiliation or endorsement of the Respondent's website or location or of a product or service
on the registrant's website or location.
Thus, all the three conditions given in paragraph 6 of the Rules are proved in the
circumstances of this case and thus the registration of the impugned domain name by the
Respondent / Registrant is a registration in bad faith.
Decision
The Respondent failed to comply with Para 3 of the INDRP which requires that it is the
responsibility of the Respondent to ensure before the registration of the impugned domain
name by him that the domain name registration does not infringe or violate someone else's
rights.
The Complainant has given sufficient evidence to prove trademark rights on the disputed
domain name. Further, the Respondent's adoption and registration of the disputed domain
name is dishonest and malafide. The Respondent had no previous connection with the
disputed domain name and has clearly registered the disputed domain name in order to
prevent the Complainant who is the owner of the said trademark from using and exercising
proprietary rights in the said trademark in a corresponding domain name. The Respondent

has not given any reason to register the domain name rightfully owned by the Complainant
and therefore it can be presumed that the Respondent had registered the domain name
only to make monetary benefit by selling the domain name to the rightful owner or his
competitor.
Further, the contact details provided by the Respondent would appear to be fake and
deceptive to a prudent person. It has been clearly settled by WIPO decisions that the
Respondents bad faith is further demonstrated by the false information about his address
and telephone number he provided to the registrar at the time of registration.
While the overall burden of proof rests with the Complainant, panels have recognized that
this could result in the often impossible task of proving a negative, requiring information
that is often primarily within the knowledge of the Respondent. Therefore a complainant is
required to make out a prima facie case that the Respondent lacks rights or legitimate
interests. Once such prima facie case is made, Respondent carries the burden of
demonstrating rights or legitimate interests in the domain name. Thus it is clear that the
Respondent is using the disputed domain name in bad faith and has registered the domain
name in order to prevent the owner of the trademark or service mark from reflecting the
mark in a corresponding domain name.
[Relevant decisions: Lego Juris AS v. Robert Martin INDRP/125; Societe Air France v. DNS
Admin INDRP/075; Confederation Internationale Du Credit Mutuel and Credit Industriel et
Commercial SE v Trabaja Jayam, zeb fi tarmatek WIPO DLC2009-0002; Kelemata SPA v. Mr
Bassarab Dungaciu WIPO D2003-0849; Croatia Airlines d.d. v. Modern Empire Internet Ltd.
WIPO D2003-0455; Uniroyal Engineered Products , Inc. v. Nauga Network Services WIPO
D2000-0503; Microsoft Corporation v. Chun Man Kam INDRP/119]
The Respondent's registration and use of the Domain Name is abusive and in bad faith. The
Respondent has no rights or legitimate interests in respect of the domain name. In
accordance with Policy and Rules, the arbitrator directs that the disputed domain name
[www.creditmutuel.co.in] be transferred from the Respondent to the Complainant; with a
request to NIXI to monitor the transfer.

